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Blockchain Bill of Lading in History
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CargoX Platform

The digitalisation of trade documents
with Blockchain Document Transfer



Expensive Slow Can be lost,
stolen, or forged

Scattered
records of 
documents

The traditional way of transferring 
documents and Documents of Title (B/L)

Countless production, financial, and logistics companies struggle with heaps of paper documents that must be 

urgently sent as physical, paper originals - either for transfers of title or because such is the industry’s established, 

traditional way of handling the highest level of certain confidential documents. Obviously, archives build up quickly 

and documents are scattered all over, difficult to find, and never at hand when you need them. 
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Digitalization, made simple!
The CargoX Platform blockchain document transfer is a safe, smart & cost-effective solution for the transportation 

industry - unlike the old paper document transfer workflows.

The platform enables original and confidential trade document transfer in a trusted digital environment.

Transfer trade document ownership like you would transfer money through the bank. Reliably, quickly, and without fail.



100% secure
Your B/L, or any other document, will never be 
lost, stolen, counterfeited, or damaged again. 

Decentralized encrypted storage is 100% 
resilient against hackers.

Benefits

Cost-effective
It is far easier and cheaper to send a 

document digitally and securely around the 
globe than it is to ship a piece of paper.

Fast
The CargoX Platform is lightning fast. This 

protects you from any potential cargo detention 
and demurrage costs.

User-friendly
It is easy to use – just like e-mail, but much 

more secure. Much, much more secure. 
Really, infinitely more secure.

Interoperable
All platform APIs are exposed as REST 

interfaces for easy integration and automation.

Contactless
The document flow is completely digitized, so 
there is no need to handle paper documents. 

Exposure to physical media is eliminated.



Features

Different types 
of freight 

documents

Custom 
attachments

Flexible 
endorsement 

types

Switch bill of 
lading support

Support for the 
L/C and 

escrow service 
workflow

Document 
preview

Support for 
structured 
documents

Full-text search In-platform 
messaging



Why public blockchain?

Neutral Open Decentralised Censorship &
hack resistant

CargoX Platform is built atop neutral, public Ethereum blockchain technology. This ensures that there is no 

private blockchain lock-in with vendors, who could potentially be your company’s competitors - and the neutral 

CargoX is committed to never giving out your private business information.
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Testimonials
In our opinion blockchain is best used 
where trustworthy data and document 
processing is needed, and where 
transactions of ownership are taking place. 
For us the CargoX Platform is easy to use 
and even easier to implement, and the cost 
and time savings are just incredible. We are 
already looking forward to new products 
from CargoX - in our opinion the best in this 
field!

Ruedi Reisdorf
CEO of Fracht AG

The CargoX Platform, with their API for easy 
integration into existing IT systems or through 
ready-made web user interface is a perfect 
add-on in a modern working environment, not 
to mention that we all finally have all the 
documents archived and document 
transactions visible in one place.

Leif Arne Strømmen
Vice President of Innovation G2 Ocean



The Future

Blockchain Document Transfer

Blockchain Data Transfer


